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pure  
and simple
organic beauty products are 
breaking into the luxury market 
with products that treat your  
body and bring peace of mind 
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points out that organic beauty has a strong 
history on the continent: “many of the products 
used by our mothers and grandmothers were 
organic,” she says, and so africa is a natural 
market for these new brands.

south african perfumier tammy frazer 
marries traditional farming practices with  
a bespoke service and beautiful packaging  
for her brand frazer parfum. “organic is about 
the finest, most unadulterated quality and 
therefore is the ultimate luxury,” she says.  
“i travel to the source of distillation to observe 
conditions. and my service is unique – i sit with 
my clients and guide them through each raw 
material before we compose their signature 
fragrance.” most recently she has created a 
certified-organic fragrance for south african 
skincare line terres d’afrique.

while standardised regulation is still 
something of an issue – qualifying for organic 
certification can be expensive and as different 
counties use different certification schemes, 
if a brand wants international certification it 
costs even more. but the one thing everyone 
agrees on is that organic products offer a high 
quality of ingredients grown without the use  
of pesticides. free from synthetic fragrances, 
parabens (preservatives) and petrolatum, 
organic products are great for those with 
sensitive skin, or anyone who cares deeply 
about what they put in (or on) their body. now 
more than ever, it’s worth reading the labels. 

ntil recently, the beauty world was 
divided into two camps: those who 
read products labels and those who 

didn’t. the latter paid a premium for luxury 
products that promised a few moments of 
decadence – seldom stopping to consider the 
origins of the ingredients. the former scoured 
beauty halls for certified organic brands but 
often had to retreat to health food shops. 
when it came to beauty choices, you could 
have either organic or luxury – just not in  
the same jar. but things are changing. luxury 
brands have caught on to the increasing 
demand for authenticity. meanwhile ‘worthy’ 
organic brands are increasingly realising that 
they need to appeal equally to shopper’s 
conscience and aesthetics.

brands such as dr hauschka, l’occitane and 
the organic pharmacy are now offering the 
best of both worlds. “organic and luxury are 
merging as consumers become more savvy 
about the quality of these products and the 
results they can deliver,” says lula braithwaite, 
founder of online organic beauty store 
lovelula. the devil is in the detail however. 
organic is not the same as ‘natural’ – a word 
bandied about in beauty circles so loosely that 
it has become meaningless. “organic refers to 
a highly regulated agricultural process where 
the plant has been grown without the use of 
various chemicals. natural refers to anything 
derived from the natural world,” explains 

braithwaite. “you can call pretty much any 
product natural even if it has only a tiny 
percentage of natural ingredients in it. if 
you’re buying something that is certified 
organic you are buying a guarantee about  
the purity of the ingredients.” 

with organic beauty 
shedding its hair-shirt image, 

global sales of organic beauty 
products are expected to top 

us$14billion by 2015 (according 
to organic monitor a research 

company focusing on the organic 
industry). and african beauty 
retailers are noticing an increasing 
demand for high-end organic 

products. the southern african 
beauty market alone is worth at 

least us$4billion, while the kenyan 
beauty market is worth around 
us$185million and rising. even if organic 

beauty makes up just a fraction 
of these figures, we’re talking 
about a lot of shea butter and 

luxury is where the trend is heading.
“our brands have made tremendous 

efforts to ensure that their products have  
a luxurious look, feel and texture,” says bola 
fadina, founder of lagos-based beauty 
boutique blush, which stocks locally made, 
desirable organic brands such as r&r shea 
luxury, neriah naturals and namaste. she also 


